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Abstract

Projectors require large apertures to maximize light
throughput. Unfortunately, this leads to shallow depths
of field (DOF), hence blurry images, when projecting on
non-planar surfaces, such as cultural heritage sites, curved
screens, or when sharing visual information in everyday
environments. We introduce high-rank coded aperture
projectors—a new computational display technology that
combines optical designs with computational processing to
overcome depth of field limitations of conventional devices.
In particular, we employ high-speed spatial light modula-
tors (SLMs) on the image plane and in the aperture of mod-
ified projectors. The patterns displayed on these SLMs are
computed with a new mathematical framework that uses
high-rank light field factorizations and directly exploits the
limited temporal resolution and contrast sensitivity of the
human visual system. With an experimental prototype pro-
jector, we demonstrate significantly increased DOF as com-
pared to conventional technology.

1. Introduction
Projectors have evolved into a ubiquitous technology.

Today, these devices are essential for many different ap-
plications and they come in a wide range of form factors,
including smartphones and other hand-held devices, inte-
grated in offices, conference rooms, large-scale installa-
tions, and movie theaters. A major trend for projectors is
that they are being used in everyday environments, with-
out special canvases, to share information and collaborate
using a common workspace. Two of the biggest techni-
cal demands on projection displays being used for such ap-
plications are image sharpness and brightness on whatever
surface they are projected on. High brightness is achieved
through large apertures; unfortunately, this results in shal-
low depths of field, therefore, reduced sharpness. In this
paper, we introduce a new approach to extended depth of
field (DOF) projection that facilitates sharp and light effi-
cient projections on a variety of different surfaces.
For this application, we propose a computational display

approach. Our method combines high-speed coded projec-

Figure 1. High-rank coded aperture projection system. We show
that high-speed programmable apertures in combination with a
new light field factorization algorithm can extend the depth of field
of a projection display. The upper row shows projections on a non-
planar surface with a conventional projector (left) and our high-
rank display (right). Image quality is significantly enhanced. The
lower row shows our prototype device with optical elements indi-
cated (left) and also two of the decomposed patterns for the coded
aperture and the image SLM inside the projector (right).

tor apertures with novel computational routines that solve
a light field factorization problem to generate the patterns



necessary for high-quality extended DOF display. With our
mathematical framework, we build on recent developments
in compressive light field displays [9, 22]. While these ap-
proaches synthesize high-rank light fields for the purpose
of glasses-free 3D image display, we synthesize high-speed
image and aperture patterns for spatial light modulators
(SLMs) inside a projector with the goal of enhancing the
depth of field of such a device.
In particular, we make the following contributions:

• We introduce high-rank coded aperture projectors as
a new computational display technology that employs
high-speed SLMs and a novel, projected light field fac-
torization algorithm.

• We demonstrate practical application of our computa-
tional display architecture to extended depth of field
projection.

• We evaluate the proposed system with a hardware pro-
totype and with quantitative simulations.

2. Related Work
Extended Depth of Field Photography has been a very
active area of research for more than a decade. In most of
the proposed approaches, the aperture of a camera is opti-
cally modulated with phase [7, 12, 5] or intensity [11, 20,
24] codes. In a computational reconstruction step these
codes are inverted, usually using deconvolution, and the
depth of field of a captured image extended. Inspired by
ideas of extending DOF in photographs, we explore coded
apertures for extended depth of field projection with a new
computational display architecture.

Extended Depth of Field Projection has also been in-
vestigated. Existing methods can be categorized into ap-
proaches that modify conventional projector optics and
those that do not. The latter category includes the work
by Brown et al. [4], Oyamada and Saito [17], and Zhang
and Nayar [23]; in all of these systems, the depth-dependent
blur of the projection on a known surface is pre-corrected in
software. It is well known, however, that circular or Gaus-
sian blur kernels, as exhibited by conventional projectors,
optically and irreversibly cancel out high spatial frequen-
cies. Therefore, the performance of purely software-based
methods is fundamentally limited by the available optics.
Bimber and Emmerling [2] proposed to overlay the images
of multiple projectors, each focused at a different depth; a
composite image is then computed that minimizes the over-
all blur of the resulting projection. More recently, Grosse
et al. [8] introduced single-device coded aperture projec-
tion techniques that jointly optimize the aperture code and
the projected image for the application of extended DOF
display. Our method is closely related to their approach;

however, we employ high-speed SLMs in combination with
a novel, high-rank projected light field decomposition that
allow us to significantly extend the achieved depth of field.

High-rank Light Field Displays have been explored for
the application of glasses-free 3D displays. Lanman et
al. [9] showed that the light field emitted by a duallayer
LCD display can be parameterized as a matrix. By tem-
porally displaying patterns at a speed that is higher than
the flicker fusion threshold of the human visual system,
they are able to synthesize high-rank light fields. This idea
was extended to a variety of optical setups, including mul-
tilayer displays and directional backlighting by Wetzstein
et al. [22]. These methods employ nonnegative matrix and
tensor factorizations that decompose a target light field into
a set of patterns shown on the respective displays. In this
paper, we show that a coded aperture projector also emits a
light field; this is, however, down-projected from 4D spatio-
angular light field space onto 2D screen space. We formu-
late the image formation and coded aperture synthesis as a
light field factorization problem and demonstrate that it per-
forms better than previous models.

3. High-rank Coded Aperture Projection
In this section, the image formation of projection is in-

troduced and interpreted as an angular integration of the
light field emitted by the projector. With time-multiplexed
high-rank approximation, nonnegative matrix factorization
minimizes the weighted Euclidean distance between a tar-
get projection image and the above integration. Further-
more, perceptual measurement is also incorporated into the
optimization which leads to a better visual quality of the
projected imagery.

3.1. Image Formation
Ordinary projectors have large aperture stops to optimize

light transmission, and therefore shallow depths-of-field.
When displaying imagery onto out-of-focus or non-planar
screens, the projected target image will be blurred due to
optical defocus. This optical image formation is tradition-
ally described as a convolution of the original image with a
filter kernel that corresponds to the aperture of the projec-
tor, and the scale of the kernel is directly proportional to the
distance between the screen and the focal plane.
Our proposed projectors can be cast as a dual-layer light

field emitting system, with two light-attenuating layers illu-
minated by a bright uniform back light: one on the image
plane inside the projector and the other on the aperture plane
in the objective lens. For our analysis, we adopt a variant of
the two-plane parameterizations [13] of the 4D light field.
As shown in Figure 2, an emitted ray is parameterized by
its intersection coordinates with both mask layers. Unlike



Figure 2. Principle of projected light field. We consider dual-layer
patterns (one on the image plane and the other on the aperture
plane) as general spatial light modulators that act in concert to
recreate a target light field and the projection on the screen is
viewed as an geometry-dependent down-projection.

conventional two-plane parameterizations, the rays here are
refracted by the projection lenses and thus deflected at the
front mask on the aperture plane. We denote that the ray
(u, v, s, t) intersects the image SLM at the point (u, v) and
the aperture SLM at the point (s, t). Thus the emitted light
field can be given as

L(u, v, s, t) = f(u, v)⊗ g(s, t). (1)

For simplification, we assume the screen to be diffuse
surface with constant albedo. Then with the definition of
light field, the formation of an in-focus projection is an in-
tegration over the angular light field dimension:

id=df
(x, y) =

∫∫

Ωst

L(u, v, s, t)dsdt (2)

where id(x, y) is the displayed image at distance d with
coordinate (x, y), df is the distance of focal plane. For
out-of-focus projections, however, the integrationwithin the
spatial-angular light field will be not just over the angu-
lar dimension but an integration over a screen geometry-
dependent manifold:

id(x, y) =

∫∫

Ωst

L(φ(x, y, d), s, t)dsdt (3)

where φ(x, y, d) returns the relevant image plane coordi-
nates of projected pixel (x, y) at distance d. Then using a
delta function, we can formulate Equation (3) as

id(x, y) =

∫∫

Ωst

∫∫

Ωuv

δ((u, v)−φ(x, y, d))L(u, v, s, t)dudvdsdt

(4)

Now, every pixel of the image is an accumulation of light
rays from different directions and we can view the pro-
jected imagery as an integration of the emitted light field.
In other words, the projection screen works as a geometry-
dependent 2D down-projection of the 4D light field, which
can be further expressed as matrix multiplication.

3.2. Projected Light Field Formulation
We will show in this subsection that the projected light

field can be formulated as a matrix multiplication for op-
timization. The pair of 2D masks is discretely defined as
f [u, v] and g[s, t], corresponding to the rear and front lay-
ers. As shown in Figure 2, the emitted 4D discretized light
field is defined asL[u, v, s, t], corresponding to the continu-
ous coordinates (u, v, s, t), and is given by the outer product
of the masks as

L[u, v, s, t] = f [u, v]⊗ g[s, t]

L = gfT
(5)

The down-projection of the emitted light field on the
screen depends on the geometry of the projection screen.
As shown in Figure 3, light rays from each projector pixel
on an out-of-focus screen correspond to different pixels on
the rear SLM, and is directly related to the distance between
the screen and the projector’s focal plane. We use a Mi-
crosoft Kinect to capture the screen geometry. In this way,
we measure the spatially varying depth information for the
geometry-dependent down-projection. This is a one-time
calibration step and can be done by any other depth esti-
mation, such as projector-camera system based structured
illumination.
As shown in Figure 3, the geometry-dependent down-

projection at a certain depth d (planar screen) can be seen as
a summation of sampling elements from different columns
of the light field (marked in red). Written as matrix multi-
plication, this down-projection of Equation (4) can be for-
mulated as

id(x, y) =

n∑
i=1

pi,dLQi =

n∑
i=1

pi,dgfT Qi (6)

where n is the number of pixels involved in the circle of
confusion on image plane when the projection is defocused
at depth d,Qi is column-shifted matrix for the ith involved
image plane pixel and pi,d is row-sampling matrix repre-
senting the pixels on the aperture plane through which the
light ray of pixel i travels. For a projection of resolution
h×w and a coded aperture of resolutionm×n, the dimen-
sions of the matrices are: f hw×1, g mn×1, pi,d 1×mn

andQi hw × hw.
Furthermore, to deal with complex geometry where d

is of varying values (non-planar screen), we first discretize
the depth map of the screen and divide it into the t depth



(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Derivation of geometry-dependent down-projection on
2D slice of the 4D light field. (a) Down-projection on planar
screen is derived as a summation of sampling elements (indicated
in red). (b) In non-planar case, the depth map of the screen is di-
vided into t layers and represented as the nonzero elements in the
weight matrixWd (in green), then by Hadamard product with the
projection matrix consists of planar down-projections at different
distances, down-projection on non-planar screen is formulated.

layers, as shown in Figure 3. After that, we build the pro-
jection matrix for each depth layer by using the similar
column-shifted matricesQi and the row-sampling matrices
pi,d(d = 1, 2...t) which merge up to be Pi with a dimen-
sion of t×mn. Also we expand n to be the maximum num-
ber of pixels in the circle of confusion on the image plane
when the projection is defocused at the largest depth of dt.
Then we integrate the depth map of the screen by adding
a geometry-dependent weight matrixWd with a dimension
of t × hw, which has nonzero elements wtp corresponding
to a screen pixel p at depth layer t as shown in Figure 3.
Using Hadamard product between the layer stack and the
geometry-dependent weight matrix, down-projection of the
light field on non-planar screen can be formulated as

id(x, y) = Wd ◦

n∑
i=1

PigfT Qi. (7)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product for element-wise
multiplication of matrices.

3.3. Optimizing Image and Aperture Patterns
Our approach of defocus compensation can be simplified

as matrix approximation based on projected light field de-
composition. We implement a projected variant of nonnega-
tive matrix factorization to solve for the image and aperture
patterns. Displayed at high-speeds, these patterns will be
averaged in the human visual system, creating a high-rank
approximation of the projected light field.
Following the concept of temporal multiplexing for par-

allax barriers in [9], we consider all possible mask pairs
for a sequence of dual-layer patterns. With higher speed
SLMs, more degrees of freedom can be gained from the
temporal domain. Specifically, the light field emitted by the
time-multiplexed dual-layer SLMs can be decomposed as
the matrix product

L[u, v, s, t] =

T∑
k=1

f [u, v]⊗ g[s, t] = GF T (8)

whereF andG are of sizeNf×T andNg×T respectively.
Nf and Ng are the size of the image and the aperture. Col-
umn k of F andG are the masks displayed on the rear and
front SLMs layers at kth frame, respectively.
By our derivation of projected light field formulation, to-

gether with the intrinsic constraint of non-negativity, the so-
lution of searching the best content-adaptive layer patterns
can be given by seeking a non-negative matrix factorization
GF T that minimizes the weighted Euclidean distance be-
tween target sharp image and angular integrated projection,
i.e.,

argmin
F ,G

‖I −

n∑
i=1

PiGF T Qi‖
2

Wd
, s.t.F , G ≥ 0. (9)

HereF ,G are the sequential SLM patterns at the image and
aperture plane, I is the target image stack, and Pi,Qi,Wd

is the same as defined above with the dimensions of t×Ng,
Nf ×Nf and t×Nf respectively.
Non-negative matrix factorization can be used to solve

Equation (9). Prior numerical methods include the multi-
plicative update rule [10] and the weighted update [1][3].
We modify the weighted update algorithm and use the mul-
tiplicative update rules as follows.

G ←
G ◦

∑
i P T

i (Wd ◦ I)QT
i F∑

i P T
i (Wd ◦

∑
j PjGF T Qj)QT

i F

F ←
F ◦

∑
i GT P T (Wd ◦ I)QT

i∑
i GT P T (Wd ◦

∑
j PjGF T Qj)QT

i

(10)

In our implementation, we initialized the masks with ran-
dom values uniformly distributed on [0, 1] and after each
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Figure 4. Quantitative evaluation of our content-adaptive aperture projection. (a) Comparisons between our defocus compensation results
and the uncompensation ones under different out-of-focus distances. (b) By fixing the other parameters of the projection, our defocus com-
pensation results and the uncompensation ones is evaluated at different aperture sizes, which is carried out at several different distances. (c)
The approximation error as a function of NMF iteration times is given. (d) The improvement of the perceptual measurement incorporation
is evaluated quantitatively for different target images (x-axis). In all the evaluations, structural similarity (SSIM) is used to assess the
perceptual image quality.

iteration the mask elements are truncated to the range of
[0, 1]. In conclusion, we jointly optimize both SLM layers
with the proposed non-negative matrix factorization algo-
rithm which results in a content-adaptive aperture projec-
tion.

3.4. Perceptual Measurement Incorporation
The sensitivity variations of the human vision system

have been well studied. How different spatial frequen-
cies are perceived is defined as contrast sensitivity function.
Knowing which pixel is important and being focused is def-
initely helpful in the optimization. For this reason, percep-
tual measurement is incorporated into our optimization of
content-adaptive aperture projection as well. We first de-
compose the target images and the reconstructed ones into
different frequency bands by scale decomposition as used in
[19][16][15]. Then according to the sensitivity of human vi-
sual system we weights each frequency band differently us-
ing the contrast sensitivity function described by [6]. With
this incorporation, our objective function is adapted as

argmin
F ,G

‖S((I −

n∑
i=1

PiGF T Qi) ◦Wd)‖2WCSF
(11)

where S is the scale decomposition operator. Following
Mantiuk et al. [14], we approximate the nonlinear transduc-
ers modeling human contrast sensitivity with a linear matrix
approximationWCSF .

4. Numerical Simulation and Analysis
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of depth-of-field

enhancement through our content-adaptive aperture projec-

tion, we carried out a series of numerical simulations for
quantitative evaluation.
Based on the derivation and optimization in Section 3,

after setting up a number of projection parameters, we per-
form simulations of our content-adaptive projection for sev-
eral test images, including “lena”, “barbara”, “man”, “gold-
hill”, “baboon” and “dollar”. Here, we consider the fol-
lowing settings: image resolution 512 × 512, aperture res-
olution 20 × 20, screen size 20cm × 20cm, focal plane
distance 100cm. In Figure 4, average results of defocus
compensation were quantitatively evaluated under differ-
ent screen distances and aperture sizes. Moreover, im-
provement of perceptual measurement incorporation is also
evaluated with experiments. We use structural similarity
(SSIM) to assess perceptual image quality which was intro-
duced by Wang et al.[21] based on the degradation of struc-
tural information. Figure 4(a) displays the results of our de-
focus compensation results and the uncompensation ones. It
shows clearly that when the screen is distant from the pro-
jector’s focal plane, the projected image quality is greatly
enhanced by our method. In Figure 4(b), different aperture
sizes were simulated, fromwhich we may infer that the per-
formance gain of our method increases with an increasing
aperture size. In Figure 4(c)the approximation error as a
function of NMF iteration is given, and we can see the pro-
posed algorithm converges fast. Then in Figure 4(d), results
of comparative experiment based on SSIM image quality
metric demonstrate the superiority of our perceptual mea-
surement corporation, we can see that an average SSIM en-
hancement of 0.011 is achieved, the visual quality of the
projection imagery is improved by our approach.
Using the same parameter settings as above, Figure 5



Figure 5. Defocus compensation with high-rank coded aperture projection is shown to be effective. As shown above, we perform experi-
ments on two different test images. From left to right: target images, frames of rear layer patterns (with aperture patterns in the subimage),
photographs of prototype, uncompensated projections, and close-up comparisons. The achieved depth of field is significantly enhanced
with our method.

shows two different images of our simulations that are com-
pensated using our content-adaptive aperture projection.
Each of these examples shows the target and the defocused
images, as well as the compensated result. One frame of
the displayed patterns for both SLMs is also shown. Com-
paring the uncompensated and the compensated projection,
we observe that the visual quality is significantly enhanced
using the proposed method. For all experiments we assume
that the observer averages four subframes, which models
240 Hz SLMs for a flicker fusion threshold of 60 Hz.

For evaluation we also wish to quantitatively compare
the loss in light transmission to previous work and con-
ventional projection as well as the depth-of-field enhance-
ment. The DOF and the light throughput of a projection
system depend mainly on the effective aperture diameter
and on the focal length of the objective lens. In photog-
raphy, the ratio of these two parameters is generally ex-
pressed by the objectives f -stop number. A low f -stop is
equivalent to a large light throughput with a small depth-of-
field and vice versa. Following [18], we determine the ap-
proximate scale of the PSF in a compensated projection by
finding the best match of captured projection and the orig-
inal image convolved with different scales of that PSF. Us-
ing the determined scale, we compute the f -number of an
objective lens with a circular aperture (and constant focal
length) that would lead to the same depth-of-field (f̂ /#). We
evaluate the light throughput also in f -numbers (f̃ /#) with
respect to a comparable standard projector equipped with
an auto-iris. As shown in Figure 6, compared to conven-

Figure 6. Loss in light transmission and DOF enhancement that
our high-rank coded aperture projection can achieve is compared
to previous work and conventional projection. The values are
given in relative f -numbers comparing DOF (f̂ /#) and transmis-
sion (f̃ /#).

tional projection and previous single projector approaches,
our high-rank coded aperture projection can achieve a larger
DOF without losing as much light as an auto-iris projector
for which f̂ /# = f̃ /#. Our high-rank approach also always
achieve larger DOFs than the previous coded aperture pro-
jection, while maintaining a similar light transmission loss.



5. Implementation and Results
This section describes our high-rank coded aperture pro-

jection prototype; we evaluate its performance and also
compare it with conventional projectors and previously pro-
posed single-frame coded apertures.

5.1. Hardware Setup

Figure 7. Prototype high-rank projector. A programmable SLM
is inserted into the aperture plane of an video projector; high-
rank light field factorization is employed to compute the high-
speed patterns displayed on image and aperture SLM. AMicrosoft
Kinect captures the screen geometry.

We built a prototype projector by inserting a pro-
grammable a liquid crystal display (LCD) panel into the
projector’s aperture plane. The LCD is a custom de-
signed monochrome film-compensated super-twisted ne-
matic (FSTN) panel. Its spatial resolution is 128× 32 from
which about 20 × 20 pixels are used for the aperture SLM.
The LCD has a frame rate of 60Hz; with the assumption
that the observer averages four subframes, an video pro-
jection of 15Hz is built. While the achieved framerate is
slightly too low for human perception, we simulate 240 Hz
SLMs by taking photographs with an exposure time of 1/15
sec. That is to say, our projected light field is represented
by a rank-4 light field matrix. The projector is a EPSON
EMP-6110 (3 LCD). The LCD panel and the projector is
driven separately via DVI links from a dual-head NVIDIA
GTX550 Ti display adapter, which automatically synchro-
nizing the display refreshes. Our prototype system is shown
in Figure 7. To capture the screen geometry, we use a Mi-
crosoft Kinect.

5.2. Experiment Results

Examples of the captured projection result are shown in
Figures 1, 5 and 8. In all of these experiments, we observe
a significant improvement in depth of field, hence image
sharpness, compared to conventional projectors. We show
decomposed layer patterns (Figs 1 and 5), the depth map of
the screen (Fig. 8), and comparisons to unmodified projec-
tions.
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the proposed

high-rank coded aperture approach and the rank-1 coded

Figure 8. Another experimental result of enhanced DOF through
high-rank coded aperture projection. Characters on the dollar bill
are completely blurred out in conventional projection (lower left)
whereas our approach preserves image sharpness (lower right). As
shown in the results, our approach is a little darker due to the loss
of light caused by the employed LCD. The depth map of the screen
and the target image are shown in the upper row as well.

Figure 9. Compared to previously proposed coded aperture projec-
tors [8], the proposed high-rank approach results in a significantly
enhanced image quality due to the extended depth of field.

aperture projection proposed by Grosse et al. [8]. While
Grosse’s method is successful in compensating some of the
defocus blur our high-rank methods results in a superior
quality.

6. Discussion
We introduce a new type of computational projection

system. Through the co-design of display hardware and



adaptive computation, we demonstrate how our high-rank
coded aperture display system achieves larger depths of
field than conventional and previously proposed computa-
tional projectors. Our hardware setup comprises a conven-
tional projector with two high-speed SLMs—one in the im-
age plane and one in the projector’s aperture. The projected
high-speed patterns are computed with a novel formulation
for high-rank light field decomposition that exploits the lim-
ited temporal resolution and contrast sensitivity of the hu-
man visual system. The proposed display system could be-
come the next-generation auto-iris technology for projec-
tors, facilitating unconventional projection setups and other
novel applications.

Benefits and Limitations High-rank coded aperture pro-
jectors overcome limitations of conventional and previous
coded displays by significantly extending theirs depths of
field while achieving a high light throughput. These ca-
pabilities enable focused projections on nonplanar screens,
which is crucial for ad-hoc collaborative projection setups
in everyday environments and for sophisticated projector in-
stallations in cultural heritage sites, museums, stage perfor-
mances, or buildings.
The main limitations of our system are currently dic-

tated by the employed hardware. The aperture LCD we
used now has a very low light transmittance which results
in a relatively high loss of light. Therefore, we trade light
throughput for depth-of-field. Furthermore, the LCD has
a limited contrast, exhibits slight diffraction artifacts be-
cause of the small pixel size, and only withstands the heat
generated in the projector for a limited time. Furthermore,
we can currently operate the SLMs in our prototype with
only 60 Hz, which limits the number of patterns that the
human visual system averages over to about two. Most
of these limitations, such as the light loss and low con-
trast, however, can be addressed by using alternative SLM
technologies, such as digital micromirrors or microshutters
(www.pixtronix.com). While our unoptimized Matlab im-
plementation currently takes a few seconds to compute a set
of mask patterns, nonnegative matrix factorizations can be
parallelized and efficiently implemented on the GPU.

Future Work In the future, we would like to incorpo-
rate more sophisticated perceptual models in our optimiza-
tion framework. Furthermore, we would like to extend our
work to multi-projector setups and experiment with mul-
tiple stacked SLMs in each device. We plan on explor-
ing further applications, such as increased temporal con-
trast, projector de-pixelation, novel interaction paradigms,
or even 4D structured illumination, that are facilitated with
our computational display design.
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